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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JANUARY 29, 2021 

Ruger Named Presenting Sponsor of the PRS Rimfire Series and  
Affiliate Sponsor of the 2021 Precision Rifle Series  

 

Jackson, TN – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, dedicated to the 

promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is proud to welcome Ruger as the 2021 Presenting 

Sponsor of the PRS Rimfire Series and as an Affiliate Sponsor of the 2021 Precision Rifle Series Season. 

“We are extremely proud to partner with Ruger during the 2021 season! Ruger is a natural fit for the presenting sponsor of the 

newly launched PRS Rimfire Series. We are thrilled to work alongside Ruger, for another season, as the series continues to 

grow.  Their commitment to the sport of precision rifle shooting is fundamental to our progression.” said Shannon Kay, 

Director of the PRS.  “Ruger has again knocked it out of the park with the Ruger RPR now available in 6mm Creedmoor.  The 

new model offers features commonly seen only on custom rifles, but at a fraction of the cost, making it one of the most 

affordable in the production class.  Ruger offers the precision our shooters require at a price point that no one can touch.”  

Designed in collaboration with 2020 PRS Production Division Champion and Team Ruger Captain, Doug Koenig, this new 

model builds upon the already competitive Ruger Precision Rifle to deliver a factory-built firearm specifically designed for 

long-range competition. 

Ruger is, without a doubt, a household name in the world of precision rimfire. We are highly honored to have Ruger as the 

presenting sponsor of the PRS Rimfire Series this season.  The standard carbine version of the Ruger 10/22 has been in 

production continuously since 1964, making it one of the most successful rimfire rifle designs in history. The Ruger Precision 

Rimfire rifle has been a phenomenal addition to the .22 competition scene, bringing the big-gun experience to the rimfire 

world. We could not imagine a more befitting partner to help foster the growth and development of the rapidly expanding 

PRS Rimfire Series.  

At Ruger their customer service, dedication and representation on the range is nothing short of exceptional.  Ruger’s Team 

Capitan Doug Koenig is a prime example of that.  Doug Koenig showed how to get it done in the 2020 PRS Pro Series by 

bringing home the overall Production Division Championship title competing with the newly introduced Ruger Custom Shop® 

Ruger Precision® Rifle chambered in 6mm Creedmoor. Doug finished with a final match score of 159 in a time of just 63.85, 

engaging twenty stages of targets that made up this year's most challenging course of fire. For the 2021 season Ruger will be 

right at home as a primary sponsor of the PRS AG Cup series, which is comprised of nine of the most elite precision rifle 

matches across the nation. The PRS AG Cup Series will culminate with the AG Cup, hosted by Armageddon Gear, on 

December 10th -12th at the K&M Shooting Complex in Finger, TN.  

The PRS also looks forward to working with the Ruger team to successfully leverage the partnership to directly support 

membership, elevate national pro series competitions, and grow the sport. The PRS will host 45+ of the most renowned 

national level precision rifle competitions in the nation, with the 2021 PRS Finale taking place November 6th and 7th, hosted in 

Raton, New Mexico, where Ruger will be sponsoring the event.  

For more information on the Precision Rifle Series, visit: https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/   

To learn more about the extensive line of award-winning Ruger firearms, visit Ruger.com or Facebook.com/Ruger. To find 

accessories for Ruger firearms, visit ShopRuger.com or your local independent retailer of Ruger firearms. 
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About Ruger 

Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc. is one of the nation's leading manufacturers of rugged, reliable firearms for the commercial sporting 

market. With products made in America, Ruger offers consumers almost 700 variations of more than 40 product lines. Our 

awarding-winning products all prove that Ruger has a rugged, reliable firearm to meet every shooter's needs. For 70 years, 

Ruger has been a model of corporate and community responsibility. Our motto, "Arms Makers for Responsible Citizens®," 

echoes our commitment to these principles as we work hard to deliver quality and innovative firearms.  

 


